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Abstract. This paper presents technical specification to define temporal constraints
for communication networks. Temporal statuses are generated to test the temporal
validity of the exchanged data. Simulations are done to prove the validity of our
model for sensors' communications.
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1 Introduction
For some applications using sensors networks, it is necessary to respect realtime constraints [4], [7], [15]. For example, in a car using sensors networks, the
communication between the sensors connected to the brake and the actuators
connected to the wheel should respect real-time constraints (such as millisecond or
nanosecond). The non-respect of real-time constraints introduces danger for
peoples and for materials. Today very few networks offer real-time or time-critical
mechanisms.
Therefore new temporal mechanisms should be used to enable to respect realtime constraints in networks sensors [5], [10], [14].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section2 describe the different
temporal mechanisms with the introduction of the Temporal Window (TW) and of
the Variable validity time Window (VW). It develops a modeling approach of the
temporal mechanisms. Simulation of the temporal mechanisms applied to sensor
networks is conducted in section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper and points
further research directions.

2. Temporal mechanisms
Temporal mechanisms are very important to provide quality-of-service (QoS)
mechanisms for real-time applications [6], [8]. The temporal interval used for a
communication can be divided into several sub-temporal intervals to enable the
localization of an error and to know if the global temporal communication has not
been respected.
The three major steps are the following:
- i) production of the information by the sensor;
- ii) propagation of the information through the medium
- iii) the consumption of the information by the actuator [2], [13].
At each step of the communication, temporal statuses should enable to know if
the temporal constraints have been satisfied.
The production, the transmission and the consumption temporal statuses (noted
respectively to PS, TS, and CS) are used to know if the temporal at the different
steps have been respected or not. In this work, we will suppose that local clocks of
production and consumption entities are synchronized. If this hypothesis is not
respected, it is not possible to manipulate temporal constraints because the fact that
a data production date is superior to the consumption date for the same data is not
possible [3], [9], [11], [12].
We will use the notion of Temporal Window (TW), in which information
should be managed at a given time, not too early (not before the beginning of the
temporal window) and not too late (not after the end of the temporal window), but
just in time.
The three activity temporal windows are the following:
- production of the temporal window (noted to prod);
- transmission of the temporal window (noted to trans);
- consumption of the temporal window (noted to cons).
th
i and v parameters are used to represent the i temporal window used for a
given variable v. Then, a time window can be described as follows:
State Function TW (v, i) with
State = (Start, End or Duration) and
Function = (production, transmission or consumption)
Some rules can be elaborated, for example the fact that the start of a TW appears
always before the end of the same TW. This rule can be described as follows:
Start Function (v, i) < End Function (v, i)

(1)

At a given time, a produced data has duration of life which can changes
according to consumers entities.
For statistical application, data validity can be unlimited but not for time critical
applications. So data validity depends on the utilization of this later. For example,
the validity of a temperature can be considered as valid (as long as a new updated
data has not been produced) even after the end of the temporal window.
To formalize the concept of data validity (duration of life), the term of Variable
validity time Window (noted VW) will be used. A temporal window for data
validity is described as follows:
State VW (v, i)
with
State = (Start, End or Duration)

3. Modeling of temporal mechanisms
At a given time, it is important to know if the current state is located inside or
outside a TW and a VW ; and to know if the state VW(v, i-1) exists or not.
The different possible situations for a TW and a VW are:
1) located out of a TW, out of a VW and it does not exist a VW for a given
variable v; this state is called False state,
2) located in a TW, out of a VW and it does not exist a VW for a variable v;
this state is called Wait state,
3) located in a TW and in a VW; this state is called True state.
4) located in a TW, out of a VW and it exists a VW for a variable v; this state is
called VW-Expiration state,
5) located out of a TW and in a VW, this state is called TW-Expiration state,
6) located out of a TW, out of a VW and it exists a VW for a variable v; this
state is called TW+VW-Expiration state.
The six different possible situations described below are represented in the
figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Relationships between Temporal Window and
Variable validity time Window.
Then the six possible combinations between the TW and VW are:
- 1 = False state: located out of a [Start Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], out
of a [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)] and it does not exist a Start VW (v, i-1)
- 2 = Wait state: inside the a [Start Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], out of
the [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)] and it does not exist a Start VW (v, i-1)
- 3 = True state: inside the [Start Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], inside the
[Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)], then at least one variable v has been produced
respecting the timing constraints
- 4 = VW-Expiration state (noted Expiration1 in the figure 2): inside a [Start
Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], out of a [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)]
and it exists a Start VW (v, i-1)
- 5 = TW-Expiration state (noted Expiration1 in the figure 2): out of a [Start
Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], but inside [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)]
- 6 = TW+VW-Expiration state (noted Expiration2 in the figure 2): out of the
[Start Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], out of the a [Start VW (v, i), End
VW (v, i)] and it exists a Start VW (v, i-1).
In the industry there is a lot of real time communication requirements (for
example for networks in a factory, in a car, in a airplane, etc …). The non-respect
of the time constraints can cause the dead of peoples and/or the destruction of
materials [1].

To simulate the temporal communication between sensors, we will add to each
step of the sensors' communications a time-out and a temporal status.
Therefore, a sensor can have three different statuses:
- data production in time (true or false),
- data transmission in time (true or false),
- data consumption in time (true or false).
For each communication step, we will have a start event (generating an event to
start the TW and the VW) and an end event (generating a time-out to close the TW
and the VW).
The protocol integrating the 6 different states of the TW and VW is described in
the Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Description of the proposed protocol integrating Temporal Window and
Variable validity time Window.

4. Simulations applied to sensors networks
The simulations are done with OMNET++ and MiXiM package. Three mobile
nodes are broadcasting packets with a burst size of 300 packets. The nodes are
moving constantly. For each packet we compute the delay between the packet
creation and the packet reception. The packet is valid if the reception is done
before a given deadline, defining the VW.

The TW is defined by two parameters:
-

the Duration of the window DTW and
the Start Time-Window STW.

A packet is valid if it is received at the given time Tr such as:

i ∗ STW + (i − 1)∗ DWT ≤ Tr

and

Tr ≤ i ∗ STW + i ∗ DTW for a given integer i.
The simulation is done with STW=1 ms, DTW=2 ms and VW-Duration=40 ms.
We will explain the behavior of packet received by the node 0.
Figure 3 shows the number of VW packets received in a simulation time slot.
Each slot in the graph corresponds to a received packet. The different color in the
graph corresponds to a different node. We can notice that this number is increasing
until a WV-Duration of 45 ms because after this time the packets are buffered and
are noted as received in a VW.

Fig. 3: Packets measured for Validity Time Window.
Figure 4 shows the number of packets received in a valid TW. We can notice
that most of the packets are received in a valid TW. When the line is horizontal,
this means that the packet is received outside of the TW.

Fig. 4: Packet measured for Time Window.
Figure 5 shows when packets are in a true state. We can notice that the
horizontal line in the graph correspond to the false state or VW-Expiration or
TW-Expiration states. This case is similar to the TW graph. After 45 ms we notice
that the packet is no more in a VW, but in a VW-Expiration state or false-state.

Fig. 5: TW and VW combination.
The simulation results prove that the proposed temporal mechanisms enable to
have temporal information that can be used to locate the processes who do not

respect the temporal constraints. These temporal information's are used to know the
validity of the information.

5. Conclusions and future works
This paper has presented temporal description of time windows and variable
validity time window to know the data's temporal statuses. These mechanisms
enable to know, if the data temporal validity is correct, if this later can be used or
not and where is located the temporal error (in the production, transmission or
consumption steps). Simulations applied to sensors networks have been developed.
Theses temporal mechanisms can be used for different type of networks and real
tests should be done in the future to validate these later in large sensors networks.
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